
DON’T JUST TAKE MY WORD FOR IT…

Testimonials:

“I used Ethan as my strength and conditioning coach during my Bellator fight camp. I came to him with 
goals for what I wanted and what I didn't like. I needed a workout that would build muscle and maintain 
strength during full body exhaustion. I needed a workout that would push my mental capacity each day 
throughout each lift. That's exactly what I was given, each day I lifted I hated it but simultaneously I fell 
in love with the program. I had to dig deep each lift just to get through my lift. Every time I finished for 
the day I felt accomplished and satisfied with myself for completing the task. When it came down to my 
fight. My body was able to push through obstacles I never thought I could overcome. Even though I was 
tired during my fight, my body was still able to maintain its strength. Ethan brought the best competitor 
out of me and honestly is the best trainer I worked with in my time. I set my goals out and he helped me 
reach them.”
   -Julian Marquez, Pro MMA, Bellator MMA, Combate Americas

“I've never been stronger and more lean than with Ethan. My cuts are always easy and well calculated. 
Best fitness guru I've ever had the pleasure of working with.”
   -Bobby Cooper, Pro MMA, Bellator MMA

"Having been consistently active my whole life, I was looking for something that would elevate my 
health and fitness to the next level. Training with Ethan served as a platform for me to foster a higher 
caliber of strength and conditioning beyond I could have ever achieved independently. As a result, I was 
able to compete at a new pace that was stronger, faster, and sharper than ever before.” 
   -Dylen Propes, Collegiate Wrestler/BJJ Competitor

"I used to train for my fights using generic wrestling nutrition and workout plans which worked out but 
never really got me that competitive edge that I felt after using Ethan Benda's meal and work out plans. 
Once I worked with him my weight cuts were easier, my performance was the best it's ever been, and 
my health felt better than it ever has. I strongly recommend using Ethan not only for athletes but for the 
every day person wanting to make a lifestyle change.  
   -Jake Thompson, Pro MMA, Gladiator Fighting Association

“Ethan’s knowledge of plyometric training combined with traditional weight training helped me develop 
amazing core strength and balance. I had previously attempted to lose 10 pounds over several months 
by jogging and watching what I ate, but never realized the importance of weight training until working 
with Ethan. After only 6 months I lost over 10 pounds and my body fat percentage went from 20% to 
11%!”
   -Laura Sanko, Pro MMA Fighter, Invicta MMA Commentary

“Ethan Benda’s skill set is so wide in range that he can help any type of person train for their specific 
goals. He has trained me for getting into shape to compete in Mixed Martial Arts, to gaining weight and 
stepping on stage in a bodybuilding show, to preparing for Ranger School.”
   -2nd Lieutenant Brett Rounkles, U.S. Army Ranger Candidate

“As a professional mixed martial artist, it’s always important that I keep my body in the best possible 
shape to win. Using Ethan’s diet plan, in less than 3 months I weighed less than I did in high school and 
was sporting abs I never knew I had! The workouts were a fresh new thing, every time was something 
new and at the end of each one, I knew I wasn’t just an athlete. I was a machine.”
   -Dallas Browning, Pro MMA Fighter



“In the first couple months Ethan took me to the next level (several next levels actually). I went from 
16% body fat and 179 lbs of lean body mass to 12% fat and 183 lbs. Amazing numbers for any age, let 
alone for me at 43.”
   -Neal Reynolds

“I started with Ethan to cut weight for my first fight, while finishing my third year in law school. I dropped 
from 163 to 145. I am leaner and stronger than I have ever been. I graduated in better shape than when 
I came into law school. I wouldn’t have been able to accomplish so much without him.”
  -Emilie Pla, MMA Fighter, Lawyer

“I followed Ethan's program and I was eating way more than I had ever eaten on a diet in my life and 
was peelingaway fat by the day. The diet was all natural, no caffeine, no uppers, none of the garbage 
that many fighters feel they have to take in order to be successful.
On the day of weighing in I was a healthy 145 pounds (while my opponent weighed in at 150 pounds 
after cutting 10 pounds of water weight in the sauna!!). My favorite part is the knowledge I gained about 
nutrition and my body and how I can continue these new eating habits that Ethan has shown me 
whether I am fighting or not.
Thank you so much!”
   -Mollie Estes, Pro MMA Fighter, Invicta MMA

“My energy levels have increased and have helped me work out longer and more often. I am 48 years 
old, and I soon hope to meet my final goal of weighing 225 lbs with a body fat percentage of 10 to 
12%.”
   -Jeffrey Stephens, Registered Nurse, BJJ Competitor

“Ethan helped me lose almost 25 pounds in about 6 weeks in preparation for a Jiu Jitsu competition. I 
was thoroughly impressed, because he made it incredibly easy.”
   -Brandon Cain, Tatakai Fightwear, BJJ/Judo Competitor

"Working with Ethan literally changed my life. Ethan taught me how to push my limits in the gym and 
approach working out as a fun lifestyle and challenge that I look forward to regularly. Ethan also helped 
me change my attitude towards eating healthy so that I can make healthy food choices in the long-run. I 
realized a diet is something you have, not something to go on for a short time. Ethan helped set me up 
for long-term success by cultivating a positive attitude towards fitness.”
   -Vincent Dean, BJJ Competitor

“I’ve been working out my whole adult life and thought I was on the right track with my nutrition, but I’d 
been stalled at a frustrating plateau for almost a year. Ethan helped me out with a new approach to my 
food and workouts, and I’ve already seen noticeable progress in just a few weeks. I’m working out 
smarter, taking less time, and getting results I’ve never been able to achieve before.”
   -Derek D.

“In the 6 weeks of following his plan, I went from a size 8 to a 4 (for the first time in my life) and am 
continuing to make visible progress each week. services no matter where you live!”
   -Courtney Cook, Financial Planner

“I have exceeded my fitness goal, losing over 25 pounds. I can now run 10K, swim 2 miles, and do 
literally hundreds of push, pull and leg exercises.  A complete transformation that my friends and family 
recognize. Thank God for Ethan.”
   -Will Cowell, Ford Motor Company



“I knew from experience anybody skilled in an understanding of mixed martial arts and overall body 
strength would be exactly what I personally needed. Finding Ethan Benda and his style of training 
meshed together all the random and sporadic information gleaned from articles, books and instructional 
DVD’s into one coherent system of becoming more athletic, dynamic and explosive.”
   -Eric Awbrey, College Athlete

“Ethan’s workout is a fresh test for my mind as well as my body. His knowledge is unmatched in this 
market. Ethan Benda is the most widely rounded trainer I have ever had the pleasure to workout with. I 
could not have progressed as far as I have without his direction.”
   -Brian Imes, Pro MMA Fighter, Pro Boxer

“Ethan Benda is one of the most professional and result oriented trainers I’ve come across in my 10 
plus years of training experience. His excellent knowledge of Martial Arts is a definite asset to the 
design and implementation of any training program no matter the goals.”
   -Tim Crough, CSCS, Strength and Conditioning Specialist

“Ethan Benda is the best trainer I’ve worked with to date. He made me WANT to do the exercises, not 
just grudgingly go through the motions. Motivation and a commitment to following through are just as (if 
not more) valuable than the actual physical workout.”
   -Naomi Peters, Actress, Professional Stunt Woman

“Ethan’s knowledge and expertise in physiology, fitness and diet make the perfect combination to 
achieve your fitness goals. I gained knowledge and experience that was invaluable to my life.”
  -Brad Heer


